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NOTE: The camera supervision function via smartphone requires the presence of the device code 53WBS-HUB and the relative Ethernet 
connection with the room Touch Screen code TS01. 

u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

AVE hotel automation: Touch Screen for room management 
with smartphone supervision 

 
A high performance device that allows the management of hotel room’s 

automation system and the visualization of hotel and tourist information, 
also via smartphone. 

 
 

The AVE DOMINA hotel automation system marks an important evolution in the field of 
hotel management, offering an innovative Touch Screen to control the room. This is the 
TS01 supervisor device, which has already revolutionized the home automation sector by 
making it more affordable, and now - in "Hotel Management" mode - it’s ready to establish 
new standards of comfort and automation also for hotels, going to meet the technological 
needs of the guests. 
 
In fact, behind an elegant 4.3” Touch Screen display, there is a highly advanced control 
center that allows the management of the various functions, such as "Do not disturb", "Tidy 
request" or "Fridge Bar Refuelling". This device also integrates the display of hotel 
information, such as restaurant times for example, and tourist information.  
 
If in the system, there is a concentrator function for special technological systems (code 
53WBS-HUB) and appropriated configurations of Touch Screen TS01 in “Hotel Management” 
mode, it’s possible the local and remote control of the room automation system and the 
whole hotel one, allowing to manage “lights” “shutters” and “access control”. It’s able to 
generate web pages - accessible from Internet browsers with appropriate login through the 
credentials released during Check-In - which graphically represent the functions of the room: 
so the guests can manage it comfortably from their smartphone. 
 
The AVE TS01 Touch Screen boasts also aesthetic and installation solutions that allow it to 
be inserted in any hotel. To meet the different needs, both of the client and the installers, it 
can be oriented horizontally or vertically. With an encumbrance of only 11.6 cm in length 
and 12.65 cm in height, this 4.3” Touch Screen can be inserted and properly oriented in each 
room. The compatibility with AVE S44 3+3 front plates makes this supervisor suitable for 
any furnishing solution, providing ample possibilities: glass, metal or moulded front plates are 
available and - upon request – can be customized in order to report the name and/or logo of 
the hotel on their surface. 
 
The Touch Screen TS01 is a hi-tech solution with a smart accent, that further 
strengthens the AVE proposal in the field of advanced hotel management. DOMINA Hotel is a 
system able to guarantee energy savings, comfort, functionality and design. It’s also 
integrated with the main functions of the AVE home automation, which gives a wide availability 
of versatile and flexible solutions, both in terms of response for hotel requests and in terms of 
installation ergonomics. DOMINA Hotel, a single system for every hotel needs. 
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